It’s Amore!
Mid-Century Modern Italian Style
After World War II, Europe and the United States were filled with hope and optimism
after the devastation and chaos of war. During the 1950’s and 1960’s, designers &
architects focused on creating affordable, well-designed home furnishings and sought
to reconcile craftsmanship with mass production. New materials and new technologies
spawned extraordinary opportunities for creativity and originality. The Italians took
their love of fine, handmade products and transformed this aesthetic into clean, sleek
designs with an emphasis on form and function—making practical, affordable products
for the home that are still appealing today. Gio Ponti’s furniture, Richard Ginori
ceramics and Venini glass are still in production today and continue to inspire interior
designers and product manufacturers. Mid-century Modern trends are everywhere! The
demand for this has inspired Currey & Company to introduce new furniture and lighting
at the April High Point Market.

3241 Modern Credenza

The Modern Credenza is long on style with abundant storage. Six soft-close drawers
and double cabinet doors are beautifully adorned with Zebrawood veneer and brushed
brass pulls. The top & sides are rich Macassar Ebony veneer. The 66” length credenza
is mounted onto a floating base which adds a sense of weightlessness to this very
substantial piece.

9840 Zenda Orb Chandelier

Drawing its inspiration from an organic form found in Art Forms in Nature by Ernest
Haeckel, the Zenda Orb Chandelier looks like it was designed with a 1960’s Spirograph
Set. The simple curves and hand-applied Contemporary Silver and Gold Leaf finish
accents the beauty and functionality of this 10-light fixture.

6703 Cusco Table Lamp

6729 Zinnia Table Lamp

Open metal-work and a textured Antique Gold & Black finish adds sophistication to the
36” high Cusco Table Lamp. The design is reminiscent of a 1950’s folding screen or
room divider. The sensual shape of the Zinnia Table Lamp and the surprising color
combination of green and amethyst gives this mid-century design a fresh and updated
look.

